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Solar powered housing is increasing in popularity everywhere in
California. The state is closing its
nuclear power plants, and solar
energy has been pushed by both
the state and the utilities providers since 2005. In January 2020,
all new land site residential home
construction must meet the solar
mandate and the home must operate at Zero Net Energy. This guarantee by the architect and builder
will be a new to the home buying
public. The real estate industry has
updated their MLS to record existing homes with energy efficient
upgrades on their listings. The Cities of Portland and Berkeley have
started the “Home Energy Score”
as a disclosure on all real estate
sales starting this year; verified by
an independent Building Professional Institute trained inspectors.
The Department of Energy is offering a program and grant money to

existing homeowners to upgrade
using energy efficiency, lighting,
insulation and new appliances.
So why would a mobilehome community owner want to replace older manufactured homes with new
solar powered homes in their communities? As we can see from all of
the new regulations taking effect in
the near future, energy efficiency
will be a very important consideration for home buyers and renters
sooner rather than later. Staying
relevant in the housing market will
require people to make energy efficiency a priority.
Modular Lifestyles built its first
solar home for a downsizing Baby
Boomer couple from Massachusetts who were tired of the east
coast winters. The couple needed
a change, and liked the concept
of the solar home. The home had
to operate under the Net Energy
Metering Solar Interconnection
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(NEM) agreement with the utility provider for the area, Southern
California Edison. This agreement
was one of the first in the central
coast region for a factory built
home.
Dan Fisher of the Fisher Investment Group has offered his insight
into placing a solar power manufactured home into his community
as a rental: “I called Modular Lifestyles because their energy efficient
homes are both good for my communities and my bottom line. The
homes are good for my communities because they look fabulous,
upgrade the communities and the
residents love them. The homes are
good for my bottom line because
I can rent them for almost twice
what I can get for space rent and
the energy efficiencies allow me
to upgrade or replace my 50-amp
electrical system at a time convenient to me.”
Since 2012, we have placed many
homes throughout California using this home model as a proven
template to improve curb appeal
and be competitive in the marketplace. The future of all types of
housing, including manufactured
housing, seems to be trending
towards energy efficiency. To be
competitive in home buying marketplace, parkowners may want to
seriously consider adding new solar powered, energy efficient housing as replacements in the future. ■
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